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Introduction: According to my viewpoint in 2050 a 

planning and thinking method will be one of the coordi-

nating activities in planetary science. This thinking will 

governed by the structural hierarchy of the material sys-

tems. The Multihierarchical Structural System of Plane-

tary Objects gives synchronous view of the activities ar-

ranged by the structural hierarchy. This system gives 

benefits for both scientist and engineers. This method 

begins by teaching several scientific disciplines and re-

sults. This viewpoint uses the embedding sequence of 

structures. 

From teaching planetary sciences to the planning 

experiments for planetary space probes: 

Planetary sciences request integrated forms which 

may explain the complex operations. Here we exhibit a 

viewpoint which uses the embedding sequence of natural 

structures. Where the materials are considered as a com-

plex systems this viewpoint needs analysis, needs defini-

tion of lower level units and building up of the structure 

from these units. This is the natural science research strat-

egy. This method can be multiplied by decomposition of 

materials to lower and lower structural hierarchy levels.  

The engineering viewpoint considers the materials as 

modular units for construction. Engineering builds up 

structures from these units, using up characteristic fea-

tures of these elements. Engineering sciences represent 

strategies of construction. The construction can be also 

repeated to higher and higher complexity of system.  

In the first approach we analyze materials by decom-

position, searching more elementary building blocks, 

modular units and the relations which form structures 

from these units. Composition and structure appear as 

results of these analyzes. The decomposition may be car-

ried out in several steps, reaching new and new structural 

levels as shown in the last centuries. Building up tech-

nologies produce new and new modular units, and in their 

work is concentrated to produce the requested characteris-

tics of materials, in order to fulfill the requested function 

of the final product.  

Planetary Science decomposes the Planets to struc-

tural hierarchy levels: a typical sequence: 

I have a favorite example when I introduce NASA lu-

nar samples in a course. This is a geological sequence of 

the representative structures. The decomposition of the 

structures is a natural step in geology, because it studies 

parallel larger and smaller material units then the size of 

the man. Larger units are the geological strata, the rock 

bodies forming the units of stratigraphy. Geologist goes 

to the field and takes a rock sample, delivers it to his/her 

laboratory and decomposes it: for example he/she makes 

a thin section from the rock, studies the texture. Texture 

in the optical microscope reveals the final structure: it 

decomposes rock texture to minerals. In another method 

geologist may decompose the rock to a powder, and the 

smaller mineral unit components can be identified by X-

ray technology. This way an even smaller unit, the unit 

cell is revealed. 

Another sequence of decomposition may result in 

chemical composition. The levels of the smaller and 

smaller hierarchy units are revealed and collected to li-

braries. Recently we use them as examples to show the 

structural hierarchy studies by geologist. But during the 

decompositional sequence several other disciplines were 

touched: mineralogy, radiation physics, chemistry. Struc-

tural hierarchy connects natural sciences. This makes it 

visible: structural hierarchy is an interdisciplinary subsys-

tem in sciences. More detailed analyses can involve mag-

netic hierarchy from magnetic minerals, through magnetic 

domains to the magnetism of elementary particles (atoms, 

nucleons, electrons). Structural hierarchy helps to arrange 

decompositional levels into an integrated overview, where 

the main operation is the embedding sequence. We 

sketched this sequence in a geo, chemo, physico discipli-

nary line. We show a visual representation from the Earth, 

which is decomposed to its largest subsystems, the geo-

spheres (Fig. 1.). Further decomposition continues with 

the subdivision of the lithosphere (in its surface regions) 

by stratigraphy. Taking one unit stratum from the strati-

graphy, the decomposition continues from rock specimen 

to texture (in thin section), minerals, and subunits are 

represented by examples. (several branching can be in-

volved if we consider other methods of decomposition in 

the sequence:- magnetic, chemical, radiation type).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. A decompositional sequence (embedding se-

quence) of the planetary body Earth.   
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Permanencies of a structural hierarchy represent an 

embedding sequence. We may correspond various sets to 

the hierarchy levels (for example the Periodic table to the 

level of atoms, or the table of nuclides to the isotope level 

of the atomic nuclei). Moreover, the corresponding abun-

dances of that set can be associated also with that level. In 

this sense our structural hierarhical table will be a large 

summary of that region of materials: not only the decom-

positional sequence is in front of us, but the variational 

sets, the cosmic, or terrestrial (or region specific) abun-

dances. This system can be further extended by the obser-

vational methods and the technologies (instruments, pro-

duction technology steps in the table: interdisciplinary 

tabulation is organized,). We show a decompositional 

sequence for a planetary body (Earth, Fig. 1.). 

Structural hierarchy and the time sequence of the 

layers: Recognition of the multiple hierarchy levels of 

materials structures has a correspondence to the science 

event-history. We contracted this history into a figure, 

which explain the main events according to geology, 

where the startification is given as a linear sequence. 

(principle of law of sedimentation, Nicolaus Steno, 1669) 

Axiomatic geology started as a science of layers of rocks. 

(Dudich, 1997).. Fig. 2. demonstrates this series of steps. 

Actual application of the Steno principles in planetary 

geological mappings were for the Moon (Wilhelms, 

McCauley, 1971, Wilhelms, 1987): 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The first law of Steno The sequence of events 

and the produced stratification of the corresponding lay-

ers according to the history sequence.  
 

In his historical paper (written in Florence) Steno formu-

lated another law: the law of embedding of the inclusions. 

If a rock includes another rock, then the included rock is 

isochronal or older, than the rock which embeds it (Steno, 

1669).  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The second law of Steno. In an extended form 

we sketch the inner structure of materials by this multiple 

structural hierarchy representation, using as many levels, 

as we can measure. The sequence of discovery as histori-

cal events of decomposition of this multiple hierarchical 

structure happened in a reverse direction as compared to 

the building up the sequence: mankind first discovered 

the mineral and molecular layers etc.  to deep structure.   
 

This embedding sequence forms a series of the inclu-

sions which form a series in many respects similarly to 

the First law of Steno. However, in this second law the 

inclusions may be smaller – even with orders of magni-

tude – as compared to that one, which begins the inclu-

sion’s series. The inner structure of the real world materi-

als is built up according to such a sequence, in the sense 

of Steno 2nd law. Sequence of events of embedding can 

be represented not only by the Fig. 2. style, but by the Fig. 

3. style, formulated by concentric embedding circles, too. 

(Fig. 3.).  

Connecting of two systems of disciplinary hierar-

chies: cooperation of geology and biology. 

The advancing discoveries of geology happened in a 

joint work with biology while geologist recognized and 

reported the included fossils (paleontology). Fossils (be-

longing to another discipline) helped extension of the 

inclusion principle to a discipline running parallel, when 

the startigraphy of geological layers had been determined. 

Not only startification but the fossil assembly of a stratum 

helped in definition of a layering period. (fossil communi-

ties, Lyell and Smith) Changing of the assembly of the 

fossils - compared to the recent living forms - gave a se-

ries of fix points to biologist to identify a sequence, 

which was used to discover the law of evolution by Dar-

win (1859) and Wallace. Geology and biology helped 

them to recognize their mutual connections in identifying 

historical events in both disciplines. The geology and 

biology recognized the possibility of studying mutual 

dynamics of evolution of two structural hierarhical sys-

tems. This resulted in benefits for geology (the law of 

correlation) and for biology (evolution). Both disciplines 

worked together in clarification of the law of evolution.  

Summary: If this multi-hierarchical structural sys-

tematics will be extended as a standard for the planetary 

science overview and experiments planning, than the fit-

ting of the material levels will grow into the thinking al-

most automatically.  
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